Lafeber Nutrition & Foraging Kits
make eating healthy fun for birds—and owners

Nutrition can be exciting. Lafeber Company excels at packing quality nutrition in products with a variety of tastes and textures as well as eye-catching appeal.

Kits can help your patients in a variety of ways

Our Nutrition & Foraging Kits provide your clients with healthy food samples along with nutritional information. Dispense these kits to new bird owners or when converting a “seed junkie” to a health diet.

Each kit contains trial sizes of:
- Pellet Berries
- Avi-Cakes
- Gourmet Tropical Fruit Nutri-Berries
- Premium Daily Diet Pellets
- Classic Nutri-Berries

And each kit comes in 4 sizes:
- Parakeet
- Cockatiel
- Parrot
- Macaw/Cockatoo

Tracking forms: Give a little, get a lot

Sign up for a Nutrition & Foraging Kit starter supply, and you will receive:
- 20 assorted kits including 6 parakeet, 6 cockatiel, 4 parrot, and 4 macaw/cockatoo kits
- 4 species-specific tracking forms

To order additional kits, simply provide us with basic information for kit recipients on our easy-to-use tracking form. This information is kept strictly confidential and will not be shared with anyone outside of Lafeber Company.

Go to LafeberVet.com for specific tips to promote foraging behavior or dietary conversion

Foraging as a Means of Behavior Modification at:


Sign up today

Contact Lafeber Company by phone, fax, or mail.